
French knowledge organiser: Les Vêtements (The Clothes)

Unit objective: To describe what clothes you are wearing by colour in French

By the end of this unit we will be able to:


• Recognise and recall from memory 21 items of clothing

• Explore PORTER to describe what you 

• Revisit the use of the possessive adjective ‘my’ in French and describe 

clothes in terms of colour


Skills we will develop:


• To speak and write using longer and more interesting sentences using adjectival agreement

Grammar we will learn & revisit:

The possessive adjectives for the word ‘my’ in French and gender of nouns 
will be revisited before the whole verb conjugation of the regular ‘er’ verb 
PORTER is introduced. Adjectival agreement is also revisited and extended 
using colours. 

Phonics & pronunciation we will see:


• É sound in écharpe

• E sound in chemise & chemisier

• EAU sound in manteau

• Silent letters: ’s’ not pronounced in many words like gants, sandales, vacances ’ent’ not 

pronounced in 3rd person plural ending of verb porter

• Gutteral ‘R’  orange, rouge, echarpe, robe - made from the back of the mouth not the 

front

swimwear a coat a jumper a T-shirt a blouse a pair of shorts a pair of trousers

a scarf a dress a cap a shirt a tie a jacket a skirt

a pair of gloves a pair of shoes a pair of socks tights boots sunglasses sandals



French colours to show 
adjectival agreement English colours

rouge (m/f/s)

rouges (m/f/p) red

bleu (m/s)

bleue (f/s)

bleus (m/p)

bleues (f/p)

blue

vert (m/s)

verte (f/s)

verts (m/p)

vertes (f/p)

green

jaune (m/f/s)

jaunes (m/f/p) yellow

orange (stays the 
same) orange

noir (m/s)

noire (f/s)

noirs (m/p)

noires (f/p)

black

marron (stays the 
same) brown

blanc (m/s)

blanche (f/s)

blancs (m/p)

blanches (f/p)

white

gris (m/s/p)

grise (f/s)

grises (f/p)

grey

French verb ‘PORTER’ - to wear

French English

Je porte I wear

Tu portes You wear

Il porte He wears

Elle porte She wears

Nous portons We wear

Vous portez You all wear

Ils portent They wear (masculine 
or mixed group)

Elles portent They wear (feminine 
group)

Key Vocabulary:


